his head extended out while engaged in the contest and walked from
the spring to college in nearly so before it was discovered a distance of
nearly two hundred yards. He mended much, and it is thought will
entirely recover.

The session expires on the 5th of December as you may have
probably learned while here; at the end of this term I hope to have the
pleasure to return home, as I have understood from Mr. John Moore,
that his uncle intends sending for him at that time, if and if it would
suit to send for me then, I should like it better than to come in the stage
with

as the boy can accompany please to send him soon enough to get him upon the
fours of the month that I may start on the 5th of July.

I remember my love and return to grandmam till her
am waiting to receive her letters.

AB, kind and good mother, please to have me some nice doublewound

cloth against winter as that will a

suprise the necessity buying cloth from the store.

Sincerely yours,